
Our Digitisation and  
Change Management Journey 
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Hi everyone, thank you for coming along. Today I’m here to talk about a large project we have underway at the Bay of Plenty Regional Council called Project Upgrade. Project Upgrade has had a huge impact on our information management processes and how we will store our hard copy files in the future. This has included a large scale digitisation programme to back-scan all of our consents and environmental protection files. Throughout the course of the project we will also relocate every single staff member in our 400 strong organisation, so this presentation also includes how we are supporting our people through the process of moving offices and encouraged them to clear out their offices in an effort to be more paper independent.



TAURANGA 

ROTORUA 

WHAKATANE 
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In 2016, The Bay of Plenty Regional Council set in motion an organisation wide accommodation project which involves the refurbishment of its two main office buildings located in Whakatāne and Tauranga and the construction of a new office building in Rotorua. While the key objective for Project Upgrade is focussed around creating an office environment that encourages collaboration and enables us to operate as a forwarding looking, agile and flexible organisation, it has also provided an opportunity to improve on current processes and future-proof our Information and Records Management systems



Project Upgrade Principles 
 

Our work environment enables us to deliver as one organisation 

  
• Have an expression of our brand and values 
• Create a  safe and secure environment 
• Support an effective culture 
• Encourage interactions and provide collaborative spaces 
• Support mobility and adaptability 
• Increase flexibility 
• Have a consistent design, look and feel 
• Move towards a paper independent work environment 
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The vision for Project Upgrade is ‘Our work environment enables us to deliver as one organisation’ Very early on in the project our Chief Executive made the decision that we would move to an open plan environment and some guiding principles were then introduced to ensure that Project Upgrade supported our organisations culture of Innovation and Excellence by: Having an expression of our brand and valuesCreating a safe and secure environment for our people and customersEncouraging interactions and providing collaborative work spaces Supporting mobility and adaptabilityProviding a range of work-point choices to increase flexibilityHaving a consistent design, look, feel and functionality across all locationsMoving towards a paper independent work environment 



Changing Spaces 
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During the project planning phase we discovered that all existing file storerooms were due to be demolished to make way for open plan office spaces. This included our main central file storeroom in Whakatāne which could hold 600 linear metres of filing. We would also be vacating our leased properties in Tauranga and Rotorua so the decision was made not to reinstate any archive compliant file rooms in the newly refurbished buildings as this was not the most efficient and economical use of floor space.



Identify Options 
1. Reinstate a new 70m2 archive compliant 

storeroom in the West Wing (Whakatāne) 
2. Move files to an off-site file storage facility 

located in Auckland 
3. Outsource the scanning of active consent files 

through an external provider and save into our 
EDRMS 
 

          ……………. There has got to be a better way! 
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Faced with the challenge of what to do with 5079 active consent files, we then considered three options in terms of future storage:1. Reinstate a new 70m2 archive compliant file storeroom in the West Wing (Whakatāne) �- Capital cost of $153,000 to re-build the file room. The downside was losing this space which was considered a potential lease opportunity�2. Move files to an off-site file storage facility located in Auckland�- Upfront cost of $18,400 to relocate 4000 cartons of files and an ongoing annual cost of $23,000 per year for file storage�- The huge implication was the time it would take for file retrieval to our Whakatāne office, could be up to three days.3. Outsource the scanning through an external supplier at a cost of $450,000�- While we knew that back-scanning the files would provide the best result for council in the long term, the cost to complete the digitisation would become part of the accommodation project so we needed to look for a more cost effective solution to achieve the same outcome. We knew there had to be a better way, especially as we already had a team of information advisors who were familiar with the files and capable of scanning to the required standard so we decided to manage the project internally and recruit three additional resources on fixed term contracts. 



Enter The Digital Scanning Project 
Stage 1 got underway in April 2018 
3x digital scanners and 1x project lead 
1x leased scanner  70x blue document destruction bins 

650 
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We were lucky enough to recruit three Digital Scanning people with considerable previous experience in scanning and data entry. We then purchased a scanner, leased two more scanners and seconded a member of our information team to oversee the project. This resulted in considerable cost savings but ultimately it meant we could remove the need to keep the hard copy files in the long term. The team were also able to align the scanning project with the construction schedule. We have recently celebrated the one year anniversary of the project which has resulted in the impressive figures shown on this slide.



The benefits… 
 
 Reduce floor space needed for archive compliant file rooms 
 Enable instant access to full and accurate records 
 Access to files from any office location 
 Supports customer engagement and mobile working 
 Secure vital information from disaster 
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The Digital Scanning Project has been a huge success, particularly in terms of the removal of 640 linear metres worth of shelving. We’ve been able to significantly increase the amount of floor space available for open plan occupation and future tenancy areas by a massive 300m2 The benefits for our people however has been the increase in speed and efficiency by enabling instant access to full and accurate records in one electronic place regardless of office location. As an organisation which is geographically dispersed, digitisation has enabled transparent sharing of cross-organisational information and the ability to locate files within Objective is more effective using search functions as opposed to locating the physical file in a storeroom and sending it via inter-office mail. For some of our outer offices delivery of files can take up to three days. Digitisation also supports customer engagement and mobile working as files can be accessed out in the field. This is a huge advantage when access to historical maps and information are required while on-site.



Operation relocate library… 

OLD 

NEW 
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Next door to our main central filing room in Whakatāne was our organisation library. As with a lot of councils, our library had been collecting material since 1994. It had an allocated floor space of approximately 30m2… which unfortunately was right in the middle of an area tagged to become open plan office space. The library would be relocated to another part of the Whakatane building and reinstated at a significantly reduced size, 17m2. The relocation process took our librarian 12 months to complete, with almost 8000 items culled.



What’s happening in Tauranga 
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The Digital Scanning Project has been crucial to the overall success of Project Upgrade, requiring careful time management, attention to detail and alignment with the overall project objectives. As mentioned previously there have been floor space savings and lundia shelving units removed but the cost saving of $343,000 to our ratepayers has been the biggest achievement. This is based on the cost we were quoted to outsource compared to the cost to internally resource Stage 1.



Measuring 
Success 

Project extended for 
another 12 Months! 
 

• More requests for back-
scanning than we will be 
able to process during the 
extended time period 
 

• Lots of positive feedback 
around the benefits of 
being able to access 
information anytime, from 
anywhere 
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The team (who are a tight-knit and extremely fun bunch of individuals) achieved this massive feat within their set timeframe of 7 months and the benefits of having the files available electronically were realised immediately as staff in other parts of the region were able to retrieve documents within seconds as opposed to waiting for the hard-copy file to be delivered via internal mail. The success of this project and the fact it was completed ahead of schedule prompted us to investigate whether other file storerooms could be cleared and scanned to achieve the same benefits identified above. We then applied to extend the project for an extra 12 months to incorporate hard copy files held in additional storerooms. The Digital Scanning team is currently 4 months into their second contract which ends in December 2019.Measuring the success of the project has been quite simple. Each week we continue to receive more requests to back-scan documents that are stored all over the region. We have already calculated that we cannot process all of the requests before Stage 2 comes to a close in December, 2019. We anticipate we will have enough requests to put forward a case for extending the scanning project for another contract term.



Business Readiness Group 
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In terms of implementing the ‘Moving Workstream’ we first set up a ‘Business Readiness Group’ as part of Project Upgrade which included key people from various part of council who held key roles in the building refurbishment project. It was really important that these stakeholders with set deliverables knew when their input was required and that everyone was involved in the design planning for our new office environment. These people also served as champions for the project throughout the wider organisation.



Moving Workstream 
Transition to Transformation 
 

Appointed Moving Ambassadors to support teams 
through the moving process 
 

Information Management 
     Sort documents 
Continuous Improvement 
     Review processes 
Facilities 
     Furniture requests 
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The ‘Moving Workstream’ group includes a team of change management experts and it was introduced to support people through the office move process to ensure important council documents are retained and with an aim to reduce the amount of material needing to be moved and stored. Teams located at each site would need to relocate (in some cases to a temporary office space) before moving back into their new open plan work spaces towards the end of 2019. Many of these people held large amounts of resource material and documents in their offices that weren’t able to be stored while the refurbishment was underway and as we were also wanting to move towards a paper independent work environment, only limited file storage would be made available in the new office areas. The key tactical benefit of digitisation is to improve the efficiency of core business processes and the move into our temporary office accommodation is the first step towards our transition as an organisation into a new collaborative working environment so teams are being encouraged to review their current systems and process to see where they can gain workplace efficiencies. Members of our Continuous Improvements, Information Management and Property teams have worked together to assist teams with clearing out their spaces in ways they may not have previously considered. We appointed Moving Ambassadors to work with people as they cleared out their offices and found this approach provided a number of benefits as these people also served as champions for the project throughout the wider organisation.
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In terms of Information Management specifically, we introduced a document sorting campaign that helped people prepare for their upcoming move and through this process we were able to identify and target people who required a higher level of assistance to ensure they were ready to move when the time came. The method we applied to this process required people to sort their documents into four piles:-  Destroy, File, Keep or Check. As our building upgrade is being carried out in a staged approach, we are able to work with teams in an orderly fashion and this has prevented overloading our IM team with boxes of documents to back-scan.  
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In some cases people have required a high level of support over several months to sort through large volumes of hard copy material. In these cases we have assigned a Moving Ambassador to provide one-on-one assistance in small increments to get the space cleared without impacting too much on peoples’ individual workloads.  One staff member in particular had built a fortress of paperwork in his office that dates back to 1992. It has taken our moving ambassadors over a year to tackle the piles of documents at a pace that was sympathetic to this particular persons’ workload capacity. It is important to note that clearing out offices is a lot more than a moving exercise and applying a high level of change management support is absolutely imperative.
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Expecting resistance to change and planning for it from the start of a project will allow you to effectively manage objections.Understanding the most common reasons people object to change gives you the opportunity to plan a change strategy and address these factors.It’s not possible to be aware of all sources of resistance to change but expecting that there will be resistance and being able to manage it is a proactive step. If people do not understand the need for change you can expect resistance. One of the most common reasons for resistance is fear of the unknown. People will only take active steps toward the unknown if they genuinely believe – and perhaps more importantly, feel – that the risks of standing still are greater than those of moving forward in a new direction.
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The intent of any organisation’s process improvement efforts is to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the business process. Often it is overlooked that a key part of the effectiveness definition, is the expectation that the newly redesigned or improved business processes needs to reflect the core values of the organisation and the organisation’s business processes must manifest its guiding Project principles. While undertaking process improvements to our Information Management systems, we have made sure we incorporated our values across all project workstreams as we do our day to day operations.



The benefits… 
 
 Enabled smoother transition into temporary spaces 
 Captured documents that were pre-objective to be scanned 
 Missing consent and library items found 
 Reduced paper and resource material needing to be stored 
 Accurately measure amount of storage for order 
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Implementing a strong change management strategy to supporting people through the change and getting them onboard with clearing out their office ahead of time has definitely made for a smoother transition into temporary and refurbished office spaces.We’ve been able to capture a large amount of documents that we not saved in our EDRMS system and Consent files and library items that had been buried in offices were able to be returned and accounted for. The outcome of the office clear-out workstream resulted in people being able to move into their temporary office spaces without hoarding loads of unnecessary documents and files. When they eventually move to their final location, there will be less to move and we can accurately measure the amount of storage is required in the new work areas to ensure the correct amount of furniture is ordered.The Project has also assisted with the transition from paper intense organisation towards an office with reduced paper.



Communication methods 

• Surveys 
• Workshops 
• Drop in sessions 
• Daily Email 
• Specific communications 
• Staff Intranet Project Page 
• Project room concept 
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We’ve used a number of communication methods to keep people informed throughout the duration of the project. One of the most successful has been the monthly newsletters that are produced to keep people updated on all areas of the refurbishment project. This has included celebrating the progress being made by the Digital Scanning team and the relocation of the library to its new location. It also serves as an effective communication tool to build momentum around office clear outs and remind people of the support available to assist them with this process. 



Questions? 
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Finally, before we go to questions. This is a video clip one our scanning team members made to give our organisation a glimpse into what was involved in the project and the benefits the Digital Scanning Project would bring. I guess its fair to say this back-fired on us somewhat as the project has received so much coverage we can’t keep up with the number of requests to back-scan hard copy files. I’m incredibly proud to share our project experience with you all today and welcome any questions you might have around what I have covered today.
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